I didn't found a way to get inherit_members field value of project via REST API. According to docs [https://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/wiki/Rest_Projects#Showing-a-project](https://www.redmine.org/projects/redmine/wiki/Rest_Projects#Showing-a-project) - this field doesn't returned by "GET /projects/[id].xml". But can be updated by "PUT /projects/[id].xml". Is there a way to get inherit_members of project?
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So is there plans to update REST API with this feature?
I attached a patch.

#5 - 2019-09-05 03:24 - Go MAEDA
- Tracker changed from Defect to Feature
- Subject changed from inherit_members field value of project via REST API to Add inherit_members to projects API response
- Target version set to 4.1.0

LGTM. Setting the target version to 4.1.0.

#6 - 2019-09-05 06:11 - Go MAEDA
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Go MAEDA
- Resolution set to Fixed

Committed the patch. Thank you for your contribution.

Alex Sinav wrote:

So is there plans to update REST API with this feature?

It will be available in upcoming Redmine 4.1.0, stay tuned. Thank you for reporting this.

#7 - 2019-09-05 12:26 - Alex Sinav

Thank you.
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